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I. Introduction

Everyone is familiar with phase transitions--the common 

experiences of melting, freezing, boiling, condensing. However, 

explanations of these phenomena from the first principles of 

statistical mechanics still presents a major challenge to the 

theoretical physicist. The statistical mechanics procedure in

volved in explaining phase transitions is well understood. Fol

low these steps:

and other thermodynamic potentials.

3) Take the derivatives with respect to V, p, T, s to 

obtain the parameters describing the system. This 

will give you an equation of state.

But the partition function, step 1, thus far has not been

evaluated well enough to give more than a few of the properties 

descriptive of a phase transition.

The processes causing a system to suddenly condense are not

1) Evaluate the partition function.

v/
2) Form the Helmholtz free energy A

understood, and so it is difficult even to talk of "physical
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approximations" of the partition function. Present day work is 

therefore concerned with obtaining rigorous results for small parts 

of this problem to be used as solid stepping stones to a better 

understanding of the physical processes.

When speaking of phase transitions one normally speaks of 

the flat portions of the isotherms and the p, v, T at the critical 

point. We will be concerned with the flat portions of the iso

therms around the critical point and will use the one-to-one 

correspondence between the flat portion of the isotherm and the 

existence of density fluctuations in a macroscopic system, a more 

meaningful concept physically (1 ).

A theorem showing this correspondence has been presented 

in a paper by Jones and Kennedy (2) and describes the two phase 

region in terms of density fluctuations. However, the authors 

were unable to use the theorem to predict the boundary between the 

one phase and two phase regions.

Two corollaries to the theorem will be presented and will 

be used to predict this coexistence curve and the critical values 

for p, v, and T for two fluid models: Van der Waals and Beattie- 

Bridgman.

Investigating the Van der Waals gas first, a prediction of 

the coexistence curve is made using the corollaries of the fluctua

tion theorem. The two phase region obtained from the equation of
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state is then discussed, numerical values for the critical p, v, T 

are derived, and a comparison of the two results is presented.

The Beattie-Bridgman gas model will then be presented. 

Beginning with this equation of state for argon, the partition 

function is derived and then used to predict the coexistence curve 

and critical values for p, v, and T by using the corollaries to 

the fluctuation theorem. A similar coexistence curve is derived 

by using the equal-area rule on the Beattie-Bridgman equation of 

state for argon. Numerical calculations are performed and give us 

critical values for p, v, and T.
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II. The Thermodynamic System

Let us begin by describing the thermodynamic system to be 

investigated. Consider a gas (fig. 1) with N molecules contained 

in domain XX., with volume V(-0- ) . Within XX. there is a subdomain 

(/} of volume V( oO ) containing m molecules. The average density 

of the system is the density of X X  , that is, lÿ/( X2. ). We will be 

looking for a density in (aJ which differs from the average 

density by at least £  , i.e. ,

jûx. —  A/ 
V M  V ( n )

en

This will be called a density fluctuation of size .

In discussing our domains X X  , cO , and XX _ <*) we must 

consider 1) the shape of these domains and how to take the thermo

dynamic limit and 2) the potentials involved.

1 ) We will require that XX. contain simply connected 

domains (V and XX - u> in each stage of taking the thermodynamic 

limit (3). Figure 2 illustrates the difference between a simply 

connected system and a merely connected system. (In a paper (4) 

describing this macroscopic system, M. Fisher requires only that 

X X  be a connected domain. However, a simply connected domain is 

easier to visualize physically--especially when expanding the system.)

We indicate taking the thermodynamic limit by:

As j-> OO then v(XX.) oO and N . — + «5
where N V V(X 2. ^  , a constant.
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FIGURE 1

The domain SL with sub-domains 
CO and SL - CO .





FIGURE 2

a) Typical domains .0- , lO  ,

and - LO that are simply

connected.

b) A domain _fi- - Lü that is

not simply connected.
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One way of explaining j would be to have the following type 

of expansion occur:

To go from the jth step to the j + 1 step in the process

of expanding V(X"L ), simply double the dimensions of the system.

Therefore V — 8V . and N = 8N .. Thus V./N. = V /N., - .J+l J J+l J J J J+l J+l '
( X 2 • » £V . » ( J”"! - CO ) ̂ are bounded and simply connected for all j.)

In this expansion of X*l_, the domains of OO and - tV 

will increase at the same rate if we require that V(u> ) — 0"V(fi.) 

and m = N where O' and ^  are constant fractions and 0 £  (7* ^1 

and 0$ ^  ^1. (Uniform density throughout would result when

<r=<r )•
2) Potentials

If we divide N particles into two groups of and 

particles, we may define the mutual potential energy by:

S ?  N1,N2(rl"-,rN1!ri---rN2) = ^ N 1+N2<rl'"rB1’ ri " ’rN2> (

- W „ 2(q...r^).

Two conditions are imposed on the potentials:

A) On the attractive parts to prevent the system 

"collapsing" and the free energy per particle diverging to - o<7.

B) On the repulsive part at large distances to prevent 

the free energy per particle diverging to 4- oO.

A) Define "stable potential" by

V rV- ’V  = “N ̂ A
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for all r„...r„ and all N where UJ .is a number ( <  0,9 )•I N  A A
This says that UN(r ,...,rN> has a lower bound.

B) We next characterize the conditions on the repulsive 

(positive) part of the potentials by considering the mutual poten

tial energy ^ 3 ^  N of two groups of particles which are separated 

from each other by a minimum distance R. This potential must 

not depend too strongly on N and and must decay to zero with 

increasing R. Thus we define:

For all N„ and N„ and some fixed R and U) (a constant):
-r~ 1 2 ° ^ C

' r i ' " V  4  S1N2 " b/R
whenever I r. - r *. I ^  R ^ R  for all i=l• • • N and j=l. . • N „

1 ) +  °  1 2
and (N +N2)/R is sufficiently small where v is the

dimension of the system.

Both conditions A and B are close to necessary if the thermo

dynamic limit is to exist (4).

In this discussion, and N2 could be replaced by m 

(particles in U) ) and N - m (particles in -C2. - Cti ) and thus 

show application to our situation. All subsequent references to 

potentials will assume that these two conditions hold true.
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where H is the Hamiltonian of the system

Now there are N!/m!(Nkn)! ways of selecting which m 

particles out of N particles are in ui . Thus Eq. (5) can be 

written as

Note that the .integrals in the numerator extend over UJ for the 

first m particles and over £ 2  - UJ for the remaining N-m particles. 

The integrals in the denominator are over all £2- for each of the

III. Statement of the Fluctuation Theorem

Before introducing the fluctuation theorem, a discussion of 

probabilities of states of our system is necessary. The normalizec 

probability of there being m particles in U) is given by the ratic 

of the product of all possible states in (that part of phase

space corresponding to m particles in ) to the product of all 

possible states in Z "7 (the entire phase space).
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N particles.

Since integrals over the momenta give the same factofc in 

both the numerator and the denominator, Eq. (7) becomes

The potential energy U can be written:

where 5 ; is the canonical partition function of the gas.

The probability of a density fluctuation in £*> being 

greater than €> is the sum of P(y<3 ,̂  ) over all m satis

fying Eq. ( 1) ;

Wexwill assume that ^  is zero for our case (see Appendix A)-* m,N-m
and so the probability equation becomes:
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P 6 (̂  , J ,  ü d , £ L ) = »m, O J ) (12)

C“» rwhere indicates the sum over those values of m satisfying 

Eq. (1) and P ^ (^  ^  , cJ , Q. ) is normalized the same as 

P(jQ ,̂  ,m, (a)). (For notational convenience, we set

P e ( ) = P * , U/ ,&).)

Before presenting the theorem, the distinction between a 

one phase system and a two phase system should be clarified. For 

various fluids, isotherms in the p-v plane have similar character

istics (fig. 3). For certain values of p, v, T the fluid has 

uniform density throughout (one phase region)--points a, b , c, d. 

However, for other values of p, v, T, part of the system exists 

at a higher or lower density than the average density (two phase 

region)--points e, f. The boundary between these two regions is 

called the coexistence curve (dotted line).

Now we state the fluctuation theorem:

Let Nj/V( _f2 j) f  ’ then if (̂  ) is a two phase state there

is an é  ^  Ô  such that

U  K  ' f f i / J ,  „  .
r “  V < n t



FIGURE 3

Typical isotherms of a real

gas. The isotherms T ^  T^

represent a condensing system.

T = T is the critical iso- c
therm. The shaded area is the 

two phase region.



4\
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If ( ,  jt? ) is a one phase state, then for any 6. S* O ,

JL*. A  Pf. < ô (14)
A sufficient condition to satisfy the theorem is that 

Eq. (13) will be satisfied if we pick a , z? ) such that in all

stages of the thermodynamic limiting process, Jtfi ^  ^  )

remains finite (2).

In essence, this theorem states that if a system is in a 

two phase state then there is a finite probability of finding IV 

with a density m/V( tO ) such that m/V( u/ ) - N / V ( ^  6  

If a system is in a one phase state, then the probability of finding 

fa) with a density m/V(u> ) such that | m/V( U) ) - N/V(_f2.) j ^  

is zero.
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IV. Corollary I and II

A. Corollary I

For a given y^? ) if we can find an £  ^  ^  such that

Pj ̂  ^  y *7 ) O  for all j, then y ^ 7 ) is a two phase

state. (This is actually the inverse of the first part of the 

theorem.)

Proof : Since ^  ) is normalized, its range is

0 < P. ^ (y£ y^7 ) ^  1. Let us assume the corollary. Then 

0 <  Pj ̂  (y? yd? ) <. 1=^ - O0 < In P . €  (y£ y ^  ) £  0 and 

therefore - < C ^  In P^ ^ (y^ ytf? ) ^  0 where C is a finite

lower limit or bound.

Thus C/V( _£2j> ^  1/V( 12 J[ln P ̂ * (y^ y ^  ) ] 0 -

In the limit as

j , lim 1/V(J2 .)[ln P C  ( /£,y? 27= 0 (15)
j-»*® J J / /

This condition by the theorem means that ^  ) is a two phase

state.

B. Corollary II

For a given (y ^  y^7 ) we can write the ratio of the proba

bility of a two phase state to the probability of a one phase 

state as:

P(y£ ,y^, m,*> ) = 2 < m , ^  ) (N-m, 12 - OJ )/ £  ( n,N)=RN

(16)
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If there exist any values of ( (T ,J* ) such that R ^  1 then

( i ) is a tv/o phase state.

Proof: If P (̂  ,m, ̂  ) is non-zero for some (m, Là )

satisfying Eq. (1), then the sum will give a non-zero value for

P . ̂  ) if <£ is chosen small enough to satisfy Eq. (1) and

therefore ( ̂  ) is a two phase state by Corollary I.

So we need concern ourselves only with P(y{^ y/? , m, C*i )

which is the ratio of the probability of the two phase state to

the probability of the one phase state. Now, express Eq. (16) as
Na ratio to the Nth power, (R ). If R >  1 for some CT, Jr, then

(R 1̂) — 9 oO and it is completely improbable that a uniform density

would be present, that is, the two phase state is infinitely more
Nprobable than the one phase state. If R S 1, then (R )— * 0 and a 

two phase state is infinitely improbable. The ( ^  ^ ^  )

for which R = 1 defines the boundary between the one phase and two 

phase regions. Changing (X* , ^  ^  may very well change R

from R ^  1 to R ̂  1 and vice versa.

For example, if for a given (J~ , ̂  with Y ' ^ ^  ^ /f*- ’

the system prefers to be in a two phase state, for ^  ^ M  ̂ /z ̂ ’ 

the system Cà would rather have a density of m/V( Oü ) than N/V(-T2, ).

Now we can always find an é  such that Eq. (1) is satisfied 

for this particular m. Therefore, when we form P .^  for this £  ,
ethere will be a finite number of non-zero terms. Therefore P^
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remains finite.

Thus the problem of deciding if (^ ^  ) is a two phase 

state becomes one of determining if R >  1 for any value of 0~, Jj** 

The coexistence curve (fig. 3) can be found for R = 1.
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V. Van der Waals Gas 

A. The Partition Function

Applying Corollary II to the Van der Waals gas model, we 

can predict the coexistence curve and the critical values for

p, v, and T. We need the partition function for this model for
• „Nour ratio R .

(17)

(18)

(19)

where is the average potential encountered by an individual 

particle and

(2 0)

where^  (R) is the density of particles and ^  (R) is the attrac

tive interaction potential between two particles. Integrating 

and setting (R) = N/V
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where

Therefore

where j is a measure of the hard core.

Thus, using Eq. (.16), the probability becomes

Therefore
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For a particular T and v > 1 we search the values of 0 and 

V! for R z* 1 (excluding 0~ = ÿ* , for which always R = 1).

Fig. 4 gives the results of one such search, showing that 

indeed R is greater than 1 for certain values of C~ and ̂  for a 

given T and v.

We then selected v and had the computer find a (J~, jÇ ,T̂  

such that R 1 and 0 “ , ^  such that R < 1 (increments of

.02 were used for ff“ , "jÇ ) . The computer continued to search 

between lower and higher T values untilf j ^  .001. At

this point, R —  1.000 (see table l). The value of v was then 

increased by .1 and the process repeated. By putting these T, v 

values into the equation of state, the coexistence curve was 

determined (fig. 5). Table 1 shows these results for values of 

p, v, T near the critical point.
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FIGURE 4

Ratio greater than 1 for

certain values of £7~ 5

° .4, v = 4.0, /& = 4.0

* t  = *9 ’ V = 4"°’
/.. 0
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TABLE 1

Density Fluctuation Ratio 

Applied to Van der Waals Gas. 

T in o(. /K $ , v in § , and

P in <X !è  ̂  .



TABLE 1

Ratio tl th V P

1 .000 0.249 0.249 1.700 0.009
1 .0 00 0 . 2 6 1 0.261 1.800 0.017
1 .000 0.270 0.270 1.900 0.023
1 .0 00 0.276 0.276 2.000 0.026
1 .0 0 0 0.281 0.281 2 .1 0 0 0.029
1 .0 0 0 0.285 0.286 2.2 00 0.031
1 .0 00 0.288 0.288 2.300 0.033
1 .0 00 0.290 0.290 2.400 0.034
1 .0 0 0 0.292 0.292 2.500 0.035
1 . 00 0 0.293 0.293 2.600 0.035
1 .0 00 0.294 0.294 2.700 0.036
1 .000 0.295 0.295 2.800 0.036
1 .000 0.295 0.295 2.900 0.036
1 . 00 0 0.295 0.295 3.000 0.036
1 .0 00 0.295 0.295 3.100 0.036
1 . 0 0 0 0.295 0.295 3.200 0.036
1 .0 0 0 0.294 0.295 3.300 0.036
1 . 0 0 0 0.294 0.294 3.400 0.036
1 .0 0 0 0.293 0.294 3.500 0.035
1 .0 00 0.293 0.293 3.600 0.035
1 . 00 0 0.292 0.293 3.700 0.035
1 . 00 0 0.292 0.292 3.800 0.035
1 .00 0 0.291 0.291 3.900 0.034
1 .00 0 0.290 0.290 4.000 • 0.034
1 .00 0 0.289 0.289 4.100 0.033
1 .00 0 0.288 0.288 4.200 0.033
1 .000 0.288 0.288 4.300 0.033
1 .0 00 0.287 0.287 4.400 0.032
1 .0 00 0.286 0.286 4.500 0.032
0.999 0.281 0.281 5.000 0.030
1 .0 0 0 0.277 0.277 5.500 0.028
1 .000 0.273 0.273 6.000 0.026
1 .0 00 0.267 0.268 6.500 0.025
0.999 0.265 0.265 7.000 0.023



FIGURE 5

Coexistence curve for Van der 

Waals gas found by the density 

fluctuation method. 0 and ̂  

incremented by .0 2.
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B. Equal-Area Rule

Let us consider, for the sake of comparison, the earlier 

work performed by Maxwell. To find the two phase region for each 

isotherm of the Van der Waals gas, especially the end points of 

the two phase region designated as v and v (Fig. 6 shows a
l §

typical experimental p-v graph for several temperatures), we use 

Maxwell's equal-area rule. This rule states that the two phase 

region can be included in Van der Waals theory by

1) using the Van der Waals equation of state

2) using the equilibrium condition that the two phases must 

have equal Gibbs free energy since they have equal 

pressures given a particular isotherm.

1) We can derive the equation of state from the partition

The partition function is also related to the Helmholtz 

free energy A in this way:

function:

(29)

Thus

(30)



FIGURE 6

Typical isotherms for a real

gas. v. and v designate the 
A  S

end points of the two phase

liquid to gas region.
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In A“3N - In N! + N In (V— $N ) + Oi /V = A (31)

-KT In A  "3N+ KT In N! - KTN In (V - N<£ ) - N2<* /V = A (32)

We also know that A is related to pressure by:

( <? A / à  V)T = -p (33)

Therefore

( J  A/ c) V) = -KTN/^-NS) + N2^< /V2 = -p (34)

p = KTN/(V-/VSi)- N2<* /V2 (35)

rearranging:

(p  +  N2 cC /V 2) (V - N S ) =  KTN

dividing by N and substituting v — V/N: 

(p + d !v2) (v - £  ) = KT

(36)

(37)

This is our equation of state for the Van der Waal model.

2) Let us consider the difference in Gibbs Free Energies

for point a and b. (see fig.

Integrating along the isotherm we get:

G / t ' - n  -  g -m t )

(38)

(39)



FIGURE 7

The Maxwell Construction for

the Van der Waals gas
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since G, = G . Constructing line ab such that the lower area b a
equals the upper area, we locate the two phase region (including 

the end points) (5).

An analytic expression (see Appendix B) can be used to find 

the area of the lower loop and the upper loop (fig. 7). The 

following equations were used:

A = p (v - v#) - T [in (v - 1) - In (vfl - 1)]
L 1 ° x  0 *  (4 4)

- 1/v + 1 /vjfo X,

Similarly:

A = p (v - v ) + T[ln (v - 1) - In (v - 1)3 K F 1 g o L g o

+l/v - 1/vg o

(45)
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where v is a point such that: o

v* <  v <" v vt o g

For a given value of temperature the computer was used to

search for a value of p such that the lower and upper areas were

equal. A precision of p + .001 was used. Values for p, V£, and

v were found for each value of T. Table 2 gives these results, 
g

Fig. 8 shows the resulting p-v coexistence curve. Note critical 

values.
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TABLE 2

Maxwell * s Equal-Area Rule 

Applied to Van der Waals Gas. 

P in Oi / ^ v in S , and 

T in OC ! K 5 .



TABLE 2

Pressure V, V V T
l 0 g

0.020 1.715 3.643 8.340 0.257
0 . 0 2 1 1.730 3.340 8.134 0.259
0 . 0 2 1 1.745 3.336 7.847 0.260
0 . 0 2 2 1.762 3.314 7.648 0.262
0 . 0 2 2 1.779 3.293 7.448 0.263
0.023 1.795 3.297 7.159 0.265
0.024 1.814 3.261 7.023 0.266
0.024 1.832 3.257 6.779 0.268
0.025 1.854 3.224 6.635 0.269
0.025 1.874 3.221 6.403 0.271
0.026 1.895 3.217 6.181 0.272
0.027 1.920 3.188 6.032 0.274
0.027 1.945 3.173 5.848 0.275
x0.028 1.971 3.170 5.641 0.277
0.028 1.998 3.166 5.440 0.278
0.029 2.032 3.122 5.324 0.280
0.030 2.064 3.119 5.126 0.281
0.030 2 . 1 0 1 3.098 4.962 0.283
0.031 2.139 3.096 4.770 0.284
0.032 2.181 3.092 4.580 0.286
0.033 2.229 3.088 4.392 0.287
0.033 2.299 3.013 4.288 0.289
0.034 2.363 3.014 4.079 0.290
0.035 2.432 3.049 3.830 0.292
0.035 2.523 3.099 3.556 0.293
0.036 2.719 2.996 3.349 0.295
0.037 3.001 *2.970 *2.970 0.296
0.038 3.004 *2.911 *2.911 0.298
0.038 3.008 *2.853 *2.853 0.299
0.039 3.011 *2.798 *2.798 0.301
0.040 3.015 *2.745 *2.745 0.302

^Complex roots, real part
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FIGURE 8

Coexistence curve for Van der 

Waals gas gound by the Equal-

Area rule.
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C. Numerical Calculations of Critical Values

From the equation of state we can find the theoretical 

values for the critical temperature, specific volume and pressure 

in the following way. The critical isotherm at this point not 

only has a horizontal tangent but a point of inflection as well.

Solving, these two simultaneous equations for v and T we get the 

critical values: (p was found by putting v^ and into the 

equation of state)

p = OC /27 8  2 c

v = 3 J c

T = 8<X'/27K<Sc
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D. Conclusion

Comparing the coexistence curves predicted by the fluctua

tion theorem and Maxwell's equal-area rule (fig. 9), we notice 

that

1 ) the density fluctuation curve nearly approaches the 

equal area curve (with finer incrementation of (T* and ^  , it is 

expected the fit would be even better);

2) at the critical point both curves nearly coincide.

Fluctuation Calculated Values
Theorem from Equal Area

pc ......... 036 * / /5‘Z ........ 1/27 Z ~  .037

v . . . • 3.00 à .............. 3 $

Tc ......... 295 Ç . . . .  8/27 * / £  £ d  . 296

Therefore we conclude that the results by this new method 

agree with accepted values for the Van der Waals gas and accurately 

predict the critical point.



FIGURE 9

Coexistence curves for Van der 

Waals gas

° Density fluctuations method 

* Equal-Area rule
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VI. Beattie-Bridgman Gas Model 

A. Partition Function

Since the results of the Van der Waals gas verified our 

approach, it was decided to test the method on a more physical 

gas model. In 1928 two men, J.A. Beattie and O.C. Bridgman, 

proposed a gas model for actual gases.

Let us look at the equation of state:

(p + A / v 2 ) v  [ v / ( v  + B)] = RT(1 - c/vT3) (50)

where A = A (1 - a/v) and B = B (1 - b/v) and where A , B , a, b,\ o o o o
c are constants peculiar to each gas. See Table 3 (6).

First, Eq. 50 shows additional refinements for pressure,
2specific volume, and temperature. (p - A/v ) is similar to the 

Van der Waals pressure term with c>̂> , the attractuve potential, 

being replaced by ( A q  - AQa/v), a physically determinable quantity.

The specific volume, v, is changed by a factor of v/(v + B). 

In comparing this to the Van der Waals model term, we see that

v - £ = v - vB/(v + B) where B = B^(1 - b/v). (51)

Thus the hard core measurement, £ , of the Van der Waals model

is replaced by a simple modification of the specific volume plus

the use of determinable constants: B , b .o
The temperature term for Van der Waals is refined for

2better low temperature results. KT becomes (RT - RC/vT ).



TABLE 3

Constants in the Beattie- 

Bridgman Equation of State.



TABLE 3

Constants in Beattie-Bridgman Equation of State

Gas A a
0

He 0.216 0.05984

H2
0.1975 -0.00506

° 2
1.4911 0.02562

c o 2 5.0065 0.07132

n h 3 2.3930 0.17031

AR 1.2907 0.02328

Bo b -4
10 c

0.01400 0 . 0 0.0040

0.02096 -0.04359 0.0504

0.05624 0.004208 4.80

0.10476 0.07235 66.0 0

0.03415 0.19112 476.87

0.03931 0 .0 5.9900

R = 0.08206 liter-atm/gm-mole-degree
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First we note that the Beattie-Bridgman model is designed 

to give the best results for low temperatures and for gases of 

small specific volume.

Second, this model employs constants peculiar to each gas, 

determined through experimental methods. However, it must be re

membered that these constants make experimental data correlate 

closely with this model's predicted values of p, v, T in areas 

away from the critical zone. Therefore, a certain "lack of fit" 

will be expected when these constants are applied to the critical 

area.

It is due to these refinements and the presence of physical 

constants for actual gases that the Beattie-Bridgman model was 

chosen.

To apply Corollary II to this gas model, we need the par

tition function for the Beattie-Bridgman gas model in order to form 

our ratio RN. This partition function can be found by manipulating 

the equation of state. Referring back to the Van der Waals 

equation of state", we have

(p + /v^) (v - S ) = KT- (52)

We know that the partition function 2[ = e ^ where A is the 
Helmholtz free energy. Also ( c> A/ à  V)̂ , = -p. The partition 

function for the Van der Waals gas model can be derived from the
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equation of state in this way.

( è  A/<s> V)T = -p (53)

and p = KT/(v - £ ) - *  /v2 (54)

so -p = KTN/ (V - N £ ) + N2 <X /V2 where v = V/N (55)

f(T) is independent of V.

(57)

(58)

(59)

where -^  f(T) = /\ ~^N. We include 1/N! for correct Boltzman 

counting. Eq. (59) i_s the partition function for the Van der Waals 

gas model and thus we can conclude that f(T) in Eq. (56) is in

dependent of V.

Since this procedure gave us the correct partition function 

for the Van der Waals model, we shall use the same procedure and
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(60)

where :

We must now select a fluid and introduce the physical constants 

(see Table 3). We choose argon because b = 0 and so the Beattie- 

Bridgman equation of state becomes cubic in v.

p = C /v + C 2/v^ + C^/v3 (65)

The isotherms for argon give us a Van der Waals type of curve 

(fig. 10). We recall that the Helmholtz free energy

A = - pdv + f(T) . (6 6)

f(T) is not v dependent, so this factor will be the same in the 

numerator and denominator of the probability function (Eq. (75)). 

Therefore, we will not carry f(T) along. (Later we will take 

( <̂ A/ V) , and so f(T) will drop out of the equation also.)

A = -NRT In V + N2C /V + N3C 3/2V2 (67)

where is replaced by RT and V/N is substituted for v. Now the

assumptions for the Beattie-Bridgman model. The Beattie-Bridgman 

equation of state can be written
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FIGURE 10

Isotherms for argon using the 

Beattie-Bridgman equation of

state.
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partition func So

Merely for convenience in calculations, we will use

where

The use of this ^  will become clear later.

Looking again at the Helmholtz free energy:

-A/RT = N In V - N ^ / R T V  - N3C3/2V2RT

(68)

(69)

(70)

(71)

(72)

now

and so (73)

and as N — >*Oin the thermodynamic limit, N/N^ — 9 and so ÇZ

behaves like 2? in this limit. (All of our work has been done
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assuming this limit.)

Therefore, our partition function for the Beattie-Bridgman 

gas model for argon is

7  =  ~7 7 i  & x p ( ~ 4 r * 7  ~  V  (74)
NWe can now form R :

wnere:

K = -B + C/T + A /RT 
1 o o

K0 = CB /2T - A a/2RT
2 o o

(76)

(77)

NN! can be approximated by (N/e) when N is large. So
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Substituting form, V( ùù) , N-m, V(JZ - CO ) :

We note that every term is raised to tne Nth power. Therefore we 

can see that R is

N!/m! (N-m) ! = N8 e™ /""/e" m™ (N-m)/'/~ W  (78)

=sNN/m™ (N-m)N'm (79)
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This R is the ratio we will use in applying Corollary II.

Using the computer (see Appendix C for program) we began 

our search for the boundary points of the two phase region in the 

same manner as we did with the Van der Waals model. For a given 

v, the computer found a such that R >  1 and a (J~ »

such that R <  1 (increments of .01 were used for Q~ , ),

The search continued until | | ^  .01 (in the critical

zone). At this point R —  1.000 (see Table 4). By putting these 

T and v values into the equation of state, the coexistence curve 

was determined (fig. 11). Table 4 shows the values for p, v, T 

near the critical point.



Density Fluctuation Ratio 

Applied to Beattie-Bridgman 

Gas. T in degrees K, v in 

liters/gm-mole, and p in atm.

TABLE 4



TABLE 4

Ratio tl th V P

(T and j1 incremented bÿ . 1

1.000 152.734 152.812 0.040 22.951
0.999 159.062 159.218 0.050 51.951
1 .0 00 161.328 161.406 0.060 58.950
0.999 162.031 162.187 0.070 61.344
0.999 161.875 162.031 04080 61.096
0.999 161.093 161.250 0.090 59.445
1 .0 00 160.390 160.468 0 . 1 0 0 57.714
0.999 159.218 159.375 0 . 1 1 0 55.478

and 1̂ incremented by . 0 1 in critical zone

1.000 162.207 162.226 0.065 6 1 . 6 1 6
1.000 162.246 162.265 0.066 61.714
1 .00 0 162.285 162.304 0.067 61.816
1.000 162.324 162.343 0.068 61.918
1.000 162.343 162.363 0.069 61.969
1.000 162.353 162.363 0.070 61.970
1 . 00 0 162.353 162.363 0.071 61.973
1.000 162.353 162.363 0.072 61,976
1.000 162.353 162.363 0.073 61.978
1 .00 0 162.343 162.363 0.074 61.980
1.000 162.324 162.343 0.075 61.934
1.000 162.304 162.324 0.076 61.887
1.000 162.275 162.285 0.077 61.796
1.000 152.246 162.265 0.078 61.747



FIGURE 11

Coexistence curve for the 

Beattie-Bridgman gas using the 

density fluctuation method.

0 C* and y* incremented by . 1  

OT* and IÇ incremented by . (
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B. Equal-Area Rule

We will now look at this gas model from the viewpoint of 

applying Maxwell’s equal-area rule in order to predict a coex

istence curve. We begin with the Beattie-Bridgman equation of 

state.

p - C /v + C2/v2 + C3/v3 + C4/v4

where C , = RT C = RB T - A - CR/T2 (82)
1 2 o o

C. = A a + RB bT - RB C/T2 C. = RGB b/T2 3 o o o 4 o

For argon, b = 0, and the equation of state reduces to the 

following:

p= C /v + C2/v2 + C3/v3 (83)

We note that this equation is cubic in v.

Fig. 10 shows several isotherms for the above modified 

equation of state (which I shall refer to from now on as simply 

the "equation of state," since argon was the only physical gas 

studied). We immediately recognize the similarity between the 

Beattie-Bridgman graphs (fig. 10) and the graphs of isotherms 

for the Van der Waals model (fig. 7).

For isotherms T ^ 162 we notice the unphysical region where 

the graph makes two loops. This region corresponds to a two 

phase preference of the system. To pinpoint the beginning and end
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of this two phase region we will use Maxwell's equal-area rule to 

draw the horizontal line (fig. 12). We will search for a line,

P = P„ so that the lower area, A , equals the upper area, A y  

Then the isotherm can be drawn with the physically interpretable 

horizontal line. This graph comes close to experimental results. 

Of special interest are the end points of this flat portion of 

the curve, designated v^, v .

An analytic expression can be used to find the areas of the 

lower and upper loops (see Appendix B).

(84)

(85)

In order to find a P^ for a given isotherm such that

A — A,, the following procedure was followed (computer assisted). 
L 1/

First, we must select a P such that ? 2<  P ^  ? y  Thus if 

we could find v and v2 for which (dp/dv)T = 0 , (8 6)

by substitution of these values v^and into the equation of 

state, we could find P 2 and P3 and thus have upper and lower 

bounds for P^.



FIGURE 12

A typical isotherm using the 

Beattie-Bridgman equation of 

state for argon. The Maxwell 

construction is also shown.
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Now for P^ = (P^ + P^)/2 we find Aj_ and ky and compare 

areas. If >  A^ we replace P^ with P ̂ and find a new trial 

value P = (P2 + P3>/2. Similarly, if A^ <  Ay we replace P 2 with 

P^ and proceed as above.

This continues until

P - P3 2 .0001

This final P^ is substituted into the equation of state 

and the three roots of v are found, vn and v being our end points
1

(v is not of interest here). o
Table 5 shows the results of the above work. Fig. 13 shows 

the coexistence curve in the critical zone. We note that :

We have thus obtained the coexistence curve for argon using the 

Beattie-Bridgman equation of state and Maxwell’s equal area rule.



Maxwell's Equal-Area Rule 

Applied to Beattie-Bridgman 

Gas. P in atm, v in 

1 iters/gm-mole, and T in

TABLE 5

degrees K.



TABLE 5

Pressure V
JL

V O V
g

T

T increased in increments of 1°K

35.217 0.032 0.079 0.237 150.001
37.100 0.033 0.078 0 . 2 2 2 151.001
39.034 0.034 0.077 0.207 152.001
41.018 0.035 0.077 0.193 153.001
43.051 0.036 0.076 0.180 154.001
45.135 0.038 0.075 0.167 155.001
47.269 0.039 0.075 0.155 156.001
49.452 0.041 0.074 0.144 157.001
51.684 0.043 0.074 0.132 158.001
53.966 0.046 0.073 0 . 1 2 1 159.001
56.297 0.049 0.072 0 . 1 1 0 160.001
58.677 0.053 0.072 0.099 161.001
61.106 0 . 0 6 1 0.071 0.084 162.001
64.073 0.062 *0.072 *0.072 163.001
68.853 0.057 *0.069 *0.069 164.001
75.589 0.052 *0.063 *0.063 165.001

T increased in increments of 0.1 K in critical zone

61.104 0.0610 0.0717 0.0847 162.000
61.350 0.0622 0.0716 0.0828 1 6 2 . 1 0 0
61.596 0.0637 0.0716 0.0806 162.200
61.843 0.0657 0.0716 0.0779 162.300
62.089 0.0698 0.0711 0.0736 162.400
62.335 0.0718 *0.0710 *0.0710 162.500
62.661 0.0667 *0.0730 *0.0730 162.599
62.984 0.0656 *0.0731 *0.0731 162.699

’-Complex roots, real part



FIGURE 13

Coexistence curve for the 

Beattie-Bridgman gas found by

the Equal-Area rule.
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G . Numerical Calculation of Critical Values

From the Beattie-Bridgman equation of state (for argon) we 

can find calculated values for the critical p, v, T in this way. 

The critical isotherm not only has a horizontal tangent, but also 

a point of inflecation. Therefore: ( p/ c> v)^ = 0 and 

(<5 “p/«lv^)T = 0 , or alternately ( p/^yd? >T = 0 and

( <-) 2p/ 2^7 2)t = 0 .

If p/ ̂  v = 0, we will show that p / = 0j where

(90)

also
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From Eq. (97)

substituting \!/0 into Eq. (96)

Substituting for C , C 2> C^, we get the following:

(98)

(99)

( 100)

(101)

2 2
+  ( c V ) = 0
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The six roots of this equation are:

7.777 + 47.00U 

-30.989 + 59.62li 

162.411 ° K 

1395.127 ° K

Of the two real roots : 162.411 K and 1395.127 K,

162.411 ° K is T , since the other root when substituted into the c
equation of state gives v = -3C^/C£ • (102)

This negative value for v is not physically meaningful.

Thus .0713 < v <  .0717, T = 162.411 ° K, p = 62.06,c c C
the critical values for the Beattie-Bridgman model for argon gas. 

The experimental values for argon are:

vc = .1883, Tc = 151 ° K, pc = 48 atm.

Again, we must remember the inaccuracy of our constants for argon 

around the critical point.



D. Conclusions

Comparing the coexistence curves predicted by the fluctua 

tion theorem and Maxwell's equal-area rule (fig. 14), we notice 

that

1) the density fluctuation curve almost approaches the 

equal-area curve and it appears that if we increment

and by . 0 0 1 we would even more closely approxi 

mate the curve obtained by the equal-area rule;

2) at the critical point both curves nearly coincide.

Table 6 shows the results of our work.



FIGURE 14

Coexistence curves for the 

Beattie-Bridgman gas

* density fluctuation method 

° equal-area rule
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TABLE 6

A Comparison of Critical 

Values for the Beattie- 

Bridgman Gas. T in degrees K, 

v in liters/gm-mole, p in atm.



TABLE 6

Density
Fluctuations

Equal Area 
Rule

Numerical 
Calculations 
(Eq. of State)

Experimental
Value

Pc 61.97 62.0 - 62.6 62.06 48

V c .073 .071 - .073 .071 - .072 . 1883

T 162.35 - 162.36 162 - 163 162.4 151
c
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VII« Conclusions

We have used Corollary II to the fluctuation theorem to 

determine the two phase states for two gas models in this manner. 

The one phase partition function for each model was presented.

The ratios RyDW and were formed, calculations were performed

(with the help of the computer), and the coexistence curves drawn. 

Each of these boundary lines encloses a region in which the system 

would prefer to split into two one phase systems, one in Ui and 

the other in -̂ 2- - ^  •

For reasons of comparison, the coexistence curve was found 

by another method, the Maxwell’s equal-area construction, and 

numerical calculations were performed to give p, v, T values at 

the critical point.

It appears that this new approach (density fluctuations) 

gives essentially the same results as this other technique (Max

well’s equal-area rule) when trying to determine the critical 

point.

In addition, this new approach has two distinct advantages:

1) it avoids the problems of handling the Van der Waals loops and

2) conceptually, the idea of density fluctuations defining the two 

phase region is better than looking for loops in the equation of 

state.

We have shown by application to both the Van der Waals and



Beattie-Bridgman models of a gas that a determination of the 

coexistence curve by density fluctuations is feasible.
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In actual cases ^  M is not generally zero, but in-m,N -m
creases as the surface area between ^  and -£"2- increases, and 

therefore the Boltzmann factor e ' will be proportional to

e™ ̂  A , where c* is some constant and A  is the area between u)
1 / 3and _T2 - UÜ • The area increases as V(^) ) ' • We will be

looking at P ( ^  ,m, ) in the form

P ( yx? ,m, Ui ) = [f(y^ yx? ,m, £*> )]N

and investigating the behavior of f ,m, U) ). The factor
Æ  , - k _ , - p< AxN ,of », then enters in the term e — (e — ) , andm,N-m 1N

e- —» 1 in the thermodynamic limit. Therefore „ willN 1U ) IN “ILL
have no effect on f (y^ ,m, ̂  ) once we have taken the thermo

dynamic limit (l).

Appendix A
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The areas of the upper and lower loops can be found in 

this way: -
p

Ay = \ [equation of upper curve - equation of line]dv

Appendix B

S [equation of state - p^]dv

/V‘°çfWù

t

P T H

[equation of line - equation of lower curve]dv

[p - equation of state^dv

For the Van der Waals gas, the form of the equation of state used 

were is:

p = KT/(v - ) - «*7

For the Beattie-Bridgman gas, the two equations for Ay and Ay are 

as follow; -
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The computer was used extensively in finding the results 

for both the Van der Waals and Beattie-Bridgman gas models. The 

program included here specifically gives us the values for the 

fluctuation ratio of the Beattie-Bridgman model for v between 0.04 

and 0.11 (see Table 4). A similar program gave us the results 

(see Table 2) for the Van der Waals model.

The computer first searches through all of the 0" and 

combinations (given a v and T value) for a ratio greater than 

1.000. We begin with a high temperature value, T^, and decrease 

this value until the ratio becomes greater than 1.000. At this 

point a comparison is made of this T^ and the T^ (the last T^ 

value for which the ratio was less than 1.000). The ratio approxi

mately equals 1 . 0 0 0 when a precision of j T^ - T^ j ^  . 0 1 is 

reached. Then the value of T and v are substituted into the equa

tion of state to find p and the results are printed.

Appendix C
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// JOB T 
// FOR
*IOCS(CARD,1132 PRINTER,DISK)
*L1ST SOURCE PROGRAM 

REAL LTM 
WRITE(3,300)

300 FORMAT(* RATIO LTM HTM
1 P GM SM«)
¥=.040001 

21 Bl=170.0001
0=59900.0 
A0=1.2907 
A=0.2328 
R=0.08206 
BOO.03931 

45 T=B1 
G=.0101 

7 S=.0101
CALL DATSW(1,N)
GO TO (90,91),N

90 WRITE (3,500)T,V,G,S
500 FORMAT(' PART 1 »4F10.3)
91 CONTINUE
5 IF(S-G)2,3,2 
2 V 1=(S*V)/G
V2 = ((1.0 -S)*V)/(1.0 -G)

17 CONTINUE 
R1=V1**G 
R2=V2**(1.0-G)
R3=R1*R2/V
Xl=-BOHC/(T**3)+A0/(R*T)
X2=C*BO/(2.0*(T**3))-AO*A/(R*2.0*T)
XK1=(G**2)/S+((1.0-G)**2)/(l.O-S)-l.O 
XK2=(G**3)/(S**2)+((1.0-G)**3)/((1 .0-S)**2)-1.0 
X 5=X1*XK1/V+X 2/(V**2)
XEXP=EXP(X5)
RATIO =R3*XEXP 
CALL DATSW(1,N)
GO TO (40,41),N

40 WRITE(3,100) RATIO,T,V,G,S
100 FORMAT(• PART 2 '5F10.3)
41 CONTINUE 

R5=RATIO
IF(RATIO-1.000001)15,51,51 

C IF RATIO IS GREATER THAN ONE WE PROCEED
15 IF(S-.985)3,6,6 
3 S=S+.01

VOL



GO TO 5 
6 CONTINUE

IF(G-.495)4,8,8 
4 G=G+.01 
GO TO 7 

8 CONTINUE
IF(B1-120.000)72,70,70 

70 B1=B1-10.00 
GO TO 45

51 CONTINUE
CALL DATSW(1,N)
GO TO (92,93),N

92 WRITE(3,600) RATIO,T,V,G,S
600 FORMAT(' PART3 RATIO,T,V,G,S&* 5F7.3)
93 CONTINUE
52 B2=B1+10.0
64 B3=(B2+Bl)/2.0 

RM=0 
T=B3 
G=.0101 

78 S=.0101
CALL DATSW(1,N)
GO TO (94,94),N

94 WRITE(3,700)RATIO,T ,V,G,S
700 FORMAT(* PART 4 RATIO,T ,V,G,S& 1 5F7.3)
95 CONTINUE
85 IF(S-G)76,74,76 
76 V1=(S*V)/G

V2 - ((1.0 -S)*V)/(1.0 -G)
27 CONTINUE 

R1=V1**G 
R2=V2**(1.0-G)
R3=rl*R2/V
Xl=-BO+C/(T**3)+A)/(R*T)
X2=C*BO/(2.0*(T**3))-A)*A/(R*2.0*T)
XK1=(G**2)/S + ( ( 1 . 0 - G ) * * 2 ) / ( 1 .0 - S ) - 1 .0  
XK2=(G**3)/ ( S * * 2 ) + ( ( 1 . 0 -G ) * * 3 ) / ( ( 1 .0 - S ) * * 2 ) -1 .0  
X 5=X1*XK1/V+X 2*XK 2/(V**2)
XEXP=EXP(X5)
RATIO =R3*XEXP 
CALL DATSW(1,N)
GO TO (42,43),N

42 WRITE(3,800)RATIO,T ,V,G,S
800 FORMAT(' PART5 RATIO,T,V,G,S&* 5£7.3
43 CONTINUE 

R5=RATIO
IF(RATIO-1.000001)61,65,65
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61 IF(R5-RM)8 6 ,86, 88 
88 RM=R5 

LTM=B1 
HTM=B 2 
GM=G 
SM=S

86 IF(S-.985)74,75,75
74 S=S+.01 

GO TO 85
75 IF(G-.495)77,63,63 
77 G=G+.01

GO TO 78 
63 CONTINUE

CALL DATSW( 1, N )
GO TO (96,97),N

96 WRITE(3,900)RATIO,T,V,G,S
900 FORMAT(' PART 6 RATIO,T,V,G,S&* 5F7.3)
97 CONTINUE 

B2=B3
GO TO 80 

65 B1=B3 
RM=R5 
LTM=B1 
HTM=B2 
GM=G 
SM=S

c ao m i m u i )
IF(B4-.01)71,64,64

71 Pi=r*t/V+R*T*BO/(V**2)-C*R/((V**2)*(T**2))-C*BO*R/((V**3)*(T**2)) 
2-AO/ (V**2)+AO*A/(V**3)
WRITE(3,200)RM,LTM,HTM,V,P1,GM,SM 

200 FORMAT(F10.6,2F10.3,F10.5,eF10.3)
72 CONTINUE

IF(V-.10001)20,22,22 
20 V=V+.01 

GO TO 21 
22 CONTINUE 

CALL EXIT 
END
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